
Need a custom solution?
Contact your ICW Rep
for more information.

Select a color

TBQGMW

Specify one of our durable powder 
coating finishes with your order:
Gloss White (MW), Quartz Gray 
(QG), and Textured Black (TB)

	 Finish*: MW, QG or TB
	 Load	capacity: 45 lbs (20 kg)
	 Maximum	tray	reach: 40"
	 Laptop	tray	size: 15" x 12"
	 Keyboard	tray	size: 20" x 10"
	 Stow	away	depth: 5.5" from wall
	 Arm	swivel	at	mount: 180°
	 Tray	swivel: 360°
	 Tray	tilt: 90°
	 Shipping	Weight: 25.9 lbs (11.7 kg)

The Ultra Tray Laptop/CRT and keyboard mounting 
system is your entire workstation mount. The tray size 
is 15" wide and 12" deep. The weight capacity for this 
monitor arm system is 45 lbs. This model has a 19" by 
10" flip-up keyboard tray with a slide-out mouse tray and 
an ergonomic wrist rest. The keyboard tray and the lcd/
monitor flip-up tray are each on their own two articulating 
arms which can extend up to 20" from the mount and 
is designed to fold up when not in use. This model is 
designed to be mounted to a 36" wall track, included with 
the unit.

Machined out of billet aluminum, this unit is powder coated 
gloss white for a durable, lasting finish. Hand assembly 
ensures that a quality product is shipped to you.

Stowable Laptop Workstation 

SOLID SUPPORT

*Last two product code 
characters specify color. 
Laptop, keyboard and 
mouse not included.

LTU-T36D-KUB-A4-MW PRODUCT SHEET

Your entire laptop workstation
  in the smallest possible footprint
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Highlights

Slide	out	mouse	tray
on	both	sides

Fold	up
keyboard	tray

Cable	management	
channels	under	the	arm

Delrin
bearings

Fold	up
laptop	tray

Laptop, keyboard and mouse not included.

Full
swivel

Adjustable
wall	track

Convenient trays
 at the height you need

• Accomodates all keyboards and laptops
• Small footprint and minimum profile
• 5 year manufacturer warranty



Range of Motion and Dimension Drawings

ACCESSORIES

Gel	wrist	rest

Barcode	scanner
holder

Mouse	holder

Wire	Loom

Med	tray

Monitor	handle
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ICWUSA.com, Inc.
1487 Kingsley Drive
Medford, OR 97504
800-558-4435SOLID SUPPORT


